
Innovative Language Technology

Speech recognition (speech-to-text) turns 
the spoken word into written text, voice 
output (text-to-speech) turns the written text 
into spoken word, and automatic translation 
transfers text from one language to another. 

Thanks to continuous development on a 
high innovative level, Linguatec maintains its 
position as a leading provider of language 
technology software. 

Apps of Linguatec are very popular in the 
App Store. They read texts on iPhone or iPad 
and offer dictionaries to look up in several 
languages. 

A dedicated research team of computer  
linguists, language experts and neural computer  
scientists are working hard to make Linguatec’s 
vision come true: innovative language technology  
solutions which enable people throughout 
the world to increase their productivity and  
communication.

61 of the Top 100 European 
Companies use Linguatec 

Software

Voice Reader sounds very natural, thus making 
it very difficult to distinguish it from a human 
voice.The speech quality and intonation are easy 
to understand and pleasant to listen to. Voice 
Reader fulfills broadcasting standards

Barbara Malisch, Bayerischer Rundfunk (Bavarian 
Broadcasting Authority)

For quality service you need quality tools. We 
chose Personal Translator® because it provides 
optimal support for our most important job: 
giving our customers the best possible service.

Peter Zimmerer, Senior Systems Analyst, Océ

Saving time in daily business communication, 
specifically with multilingualism, is our biggest 
concern. Here Personal Translator® is an 
indispensable tool. 
   Dominique Vallée, ASWO International Beteiligungs GmbH

Personal Translator® is an invaluable support 
in our highly specialized translation work and 
contributes to dramatic time savings in the 
process. All of the program’s functions are very
professional and easy to use..

Gerhard Veith, Managing Director Translation Agency Veith

The translation quality of Personal Translator® 
exceeds our expectations. You can simply work 
more productively. 

José-Luis Ortega Lleras, Language Services, Siemens AG
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Linguatec
Leading Provider of

Language Technology

• Voice Output
• Speech Recognition
• Automatic Translation
• Apps

Best References:
Over the last 10 years Linguatec 
has been collaborating with leading 
technology partners from all over 
Europe.

Linguatec is the only company to 
have been awarded the European IT 
Prize three times by the European 
Commission.
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Award-Winning Translation SoftwareProfessional Speech RecognitionOutstanding Voice Output

Apps for iPhone and iPad

Personal Translator 18Voice Reader Studio 15 Voice Pro 12

Voice Pro EnterpriseVoice Reader Web

The professional voice output Voice 
Reader Studio 15 converts any kind 
of text into surprisingly good quality  
audio files. It offers high quality voice 
output with an astonishing pronunci-
ation accuracy and natural sounding 
voices. Almost impossible to tell the  
difference from a real human voice.  
Convert your training documents or

Voice Reader Web is the cool Inter-
net service that automatically tunes 
up your website and gives it sound. 
More and more cities, institutions, 
authorities and enterprises go for a 
barrier-free access to their websites. 
Voice Reader Web, the online reading 
solution supports them in this matter.
Voice Reader Web works with all cur-

The speech recognition solution 
Voice Pro Enterprise was developed 
especially for companies, which 
want to stay productive in the age 
of cloud computing and mobile  
applications. Voice Pro Enterprise 
is speaker-independent, suitable 
for diverse audio and video sources  
and easily accessed via a browser.

You talk, your PC types. Just tell 
your computer what you want it to 
do and you will have more time for 
other things.
With speaker-dependent Voice Pro 
12 you can achieve an excellent  
recognition accuracy of up to 99%, 
this helps you save time and effort. 
Write as fast as you speak. Voice 

The program Personal Translator 
18 is the efficient translation tool 
for all your needs. It uses Smart-
Translation™ technology, which in-
creases the translation quality with 
intelligent processes, and at the 
same time makes it even easier to 
use. 
In a user trial, the renowned Fraun-

ments or audio books.
For just €499 you can create and publish as many 
audios as you like. Thus banishing the need for pro-
fessional sound studios or recordings with expensive 
voice-over artists to the past. 
Voice Reader Studio 15 is available in 45 languages, 
more languages on request.
Experience Voice Reader Studio 15 and you will see: 
Speech synthesis has never been so perfect and 
easy to use! 

Voice Reader Web dynamically sound-tracks your 
website „on demand“. The service can be installed 
quickly and easily. Simply integrate a „Read“ button 
on all the web pages that should be read out to your 
visitors. The website visitor just clicks on the button 
and the site contents can be heard immediately. You 
don‘t have to store any audio files on your server.  
Voice Reader Web is available in 15 languages.

English videos, audios, minutes or expert opini-
ons into text and automatically generates sub-
titles with chronological synchronism. The speech  
recognition delivers a high level of recognition  
accuracy, even under difficult conditions! Voice 
Pro Enterprise contains an API (Application Pro-
gramming Interface) with SDK. This enables the  
speech recognition system to be integrated into ex-
ternal applications or workflows with a minimum of  
development effort.

Travel Voice Translator: The world‘s first voice 
to voice app with Bluetooth-chat  

Voice Reader: The high-quality voice output app 
which reads out all kind of texts on you iPhone 

Voice Reader Web: The expert for website-
reading   
 
LinguaDict: The professional German - English / 
English - German dictionary with a gigantic voca-
bulary

speed of 165 words per minute.  
With Voice Pro 12 you will write on average three 
times faster than you type. Moreover, you won’t 
have to worry about spelling mistakes or typos. 
With Smart Voice Search technology searching 
the Internet is made quicker and more convenient 
than ever before. 
Voice Pro 12 is available in German language and 
in the following versions: Standard, Premium,  
Premium Wireless, Medical and Legal.

sonal Translator was on average 40 % quicker than 
only translating with a conventional dictionary.
With the insecure nature of Internet data traffic 
these days, Personal Translator is your reliable and 
indispensable partner for any translation task!
Personal Translator 18 includes the following  
langage pairs: German-English, German-French, 
English-Spanish, English-French. English-Itali-
an, English-Portuguese, English-Chinese and is  
available in a desktop- network- and intranet ver-
sion.

presentations into audio, create traffic announce- Pro can keep up with you even at the high speech

rent web browsers and on all mobile devices. This server solution reliably converts German and

Profit from our know-how in the area of linguis-
tic technologies any time and anywhere. Learn to 
know the high-quality solutions from Linguatec and 
enjoy our innovative and productive apps:

hofer Institute certified, that translating with Per-


